The thesis project aims to investigate a Form Finding process as a design tool as well as the generator of a structural system, in this case a process of intersecting cones to create surface network logic, for a sailing school at Lidingö, Stockholm. Specifically the research aims at the blurring of the cone shape and the diffusion of a cellular logic by a process that increases the complexity and definition of the whole system. And as a result, a design method that generates and shapes the space.
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**FUNCTIONAL STRATEGIES**

1. Public flow
2. Private flow
3. Wet zone
4. Workshop zone
5. Educational zone

**MATERIAL COMBINATION**

- Inside, wood, one figure
- Inside, concrete, second figure
- Inside, combination, new third figure
- Outside, sprayed concrete, another figure
- Combination, inside, new figure
- Combination, inside, second figure
- Combination, inside, new third figure

**Programmatic/Circulation diagram**

- Light, one cell
- Light, two cells, combination of the space
- Columns, separation of the space
- Entrance
- Light, columns, water collection
- Separation space in one cell
- Light, columns, combination of three cells
- Columns, structure entrance
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